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have gone to the hidden islands. But one should well consider, that these 
people are from a different Adam. It will be diffi cult to maintain that they 
are related on the basis of fl esh and blood.

Andrea Vesalius (1514–64)

De Humani Corporis Fabrica (Basel: Joannis Oporini, 
Mense Junio, 1543)

Source:  J.S. Slotkin, Readings in Early Anthropology (Chicago: Aldine 
Publishing Company, 1965), 40.

While lecturing on surgery and carrying out anatomical experi-
ments on the bodies of executed Paduan criminals, the Belgian 
physician Andreas van Wesele produced the work for which he is 
best remembered, De Humani Corporis Fabrica (On the Fabric 
of the Human Body). This work countered the prevailing under-
standing of physiology established by Galen, the second-century 
anatomist whose knowledge of the human body derived from 
the physiology of animals. The discussion here of the infl uence 
of customs on the body draws on Hippocrates and is in dialogue 
with later writers such as Bodin and Huarte.
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It seems that certain nations have something peculiar in the shape of their 
head. The heads of Genoese, and more particularly of Greeks and Turks, 
almost exhibit a round shape. To this also (which not a few of them think ele-
gant and consider to be well adapted to the turbans which they use in various 
ways) the midwives sometimes contribute at the urgent request of the mother. 
The Germans, indeed, have a very fl attened occiput and a broad head, because 
the boys always lie on their backs in their cradles.1 . . . More oblong heads are 
reserved to the Belgians . . . because their mothers permit their little boys to 
sleep turned over in their beds, and as much as possible on their sides.

Martin Luther (1483–1546)

“Of the Jews and their Lies” (1543)

Source:  Luther’s Works, The Christian in Society IV, Vol. 47, Ed. Franklin 
Sherman, Trans. Martin H. Bertram (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1971), 268–78.

This principal fi gure of the German Reformation preached 
that salvation derived from God’s grace, received through the 

1 Occiput� The posterior of the head.
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